
WesTech offers a comprehensive solution for check 

fraud detection. eFraud Solution  provides the ability 

to process machine-printed and handwritten business 

or personal checks. It offers the capability to combine 

any combination of modules including: check stock 

verification, check recognition and  signature verifica-

tion into one  unified, easy-to-use solution without 

complex rules or add-ons. eFraud Solution leads the 

market with a cost effective,  highly secure, rapid 

solution that is built with the latest technology. It also 

features high levels of accuracy and reliability and 

includes an extensive configurable reporting capability. Available On-Premise and as a complete Cloud-Based solution. 

Counterfeit Detection uses a 

secure filter for detecting even 

the most sophisticated counter-

feit checks. The product provides 

scrupulous verification of all main 

preprinted elements on business 

and personal bank checks and 

IRDs, offering the industry’s 

highest accuracy and reliability. 

CHECKVERIFY  

Automates capture and        

validation of the check courtesy 

amount and legal amount recog-

nition (CAR/LAR), check number, 

payee block and MICR lines, 

verifies signature presence and 

locates payor and extracts 

blocks. 

SIGNATUREVERIFY  

Detects Signature Fraud -    

Signature presence detection 

and verification capabilities  

ensure the industry’s highest 

accuracy rates in detecting  

random and skilled forgeries. Our 

advanced capability to produce 

multiple types of output means 

quickly adapting to unique    

business needs. 

T IME -S A V IN G F E A T U RE S  

• Process checks in half the 

time compared to manual 

methods. 

• Reduces the amount of 

human intervention re-

quired, which reduces hu-

man error 

• Programming not required, 

setup/options managed by 

convenient Administrator’s 

Dashboard 
• Solution highly configura-

ble, extendable and quickly 

implemented in days, not 

months. 

 Completely Web-based, 

accessible from anywhere. 

 Automatically validates different check stock  

objects. 

 Point and click operation designed for the office 

worker with no programming or plug-ins required. 

 Accurately detects CAR/LAR  mismatches     

between check amounts written in numbers 

(courtesy amount) and letters (legal amount).  

 Delivers unprecedented verification accuracy by 

considering all informative data extracted from a 

signature image, including biometric characteris-

tics. 

 Performs image comparison of preprinted objects 

like headers of blocks—such as check number, 

date, payee, dollar sign, memo, payor block and  

payor bank—on a suspect check versus corre-

sponding blocks on a reference check stock. 

 Saves data entry costs, increases productivity  

and provides accurate results. 

 Reduce manual processing of signatures by 60% 

with SignatureVerify Streamlines end of day  

workflow saving valuable time to close, while 

reducing payroll. 

 Virtually eliminates the need for manual inspec-

tion of checks. 

 Significantly reduces processing fraudulent 

checks.. 

 Browser-Based Administration and Keying can be 

simultaneously used by an unlimited number of 

users. 

 Easily maintainable, no custom coding required, 

our eFraud Solution is completely configurable. 

CALL TODAY to speak with 

one of our consultants at 

844 493-7832 

Ask about our new  

Partner Program! 

 


